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LEADERSHIP
DEFINITION
The ability and willingness to take
ownership of the organization (or
the component of the
organization that one is charged
with managing), combined with an
intrinsic drive to do what is best
for the organization.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF LEADERSHIP

LEADERS
ENVISION A
DESIRED FUTURE

LEADERS FOSTER
INNOVATION
AND CHANGE

LEADERS BUILD
EFFECTIVE TEAMS

LEADERS CREATE
POSITIVE WORK
CULTURES

Mission
• The reason that an organization exists
Vision
• Conceptualization of a future
Strategy

FOUNDATIONS

• Plans that the organization follows in order to be
successful and competitive
Tactics
• Specific steps that the organization takes to achieve
and implement the strategy
Organizational culture
• A crucial component for maximum effectiveness;
expectation of maintaining and professing mutual
respect
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Democratic

Transformational

Authoritarian

Laissez-faire

Servant

TYPES OF LEADERSHIP

DEMOCRATIC
• Encourages open communication and staff
participation in decisions
• Workers are given responsibility,
accountability, and feedback regarding
their performance
• Relationships are important
• Focus on quality improvement of systems
and process rather than on mistakes of
individual team members
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TRANSFORMATIONAL
• Based on building relationships
• Motivating staff through a shared vision
and mission
• Leaders typically have:
• Charisma to communicate vision
• Confidence to act in a way that inspires
others
• Staff respect and loyalty from letting the team
know they are important
• Mastery at helping people do things they
weren’t sure they could do by giving
encouragement and praise

AUTHORITARIAN
(AUTOCRATIC)
• Leader makes all decisions without considering
input from staff
• Knowledge is seen as power so critical
information may be withheld from the team
• Mistakes are not tolerated and blame is placed
on individuals rather than on faulty processes
• Leaders are often micromanagers
• Works perfectly in emergencies or chaotic
situations where there is little time for
discussion
• Useful when enforcing policies and procedures
that protect resident health and safety
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LAISSEZ-FAIRE
• Leader provides little or no direction or
supervision, prefers a hands-off approach
• Decisions are not made, changes rarely
occur, and quality improvement is
typically reactive, not proactive
• Most often used by new-inexperienced
leaders or those at the end of their
career who choose not to address
issues since things will soon be changed
by the replacement leader

SERVANT
• Influence and motivate others by building
relationships and developing the skills of
individual team members
• Leader makes sure the needs of the
individual team members are addressed
• Entire team has input into decision making
based on organization’s values and ideals
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UNSUCCESSFUL
LEADER QUALITIES
• Dictator
• Insecurity
• Ego
• Temperament

SUCCESSFUL LEADER
QUALITIES
• Help others to grasp the big
picture by continually keeping in
the forefront of a vision of
where the team needs to go
• Shifting from leading a group of
independent people to creating
team players involves:
• Vision
• Attitude

• Draw on the strengths of each
member
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SUCCESSFUL LEADER
PERSONALITY TRAITS
• High energy level
• High stress tolerance
• Self-confidence
• Internal locus of control
• Emotional maturity
• Personal integrity
• Socialized power motivation
• Low needs for affiliation

SUCCESSFUL LEADER
COMPETENCIES
• Technical competence
• Conceptual skills
• Interpersonal skills
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SUCCESSFUL LEADER
BEHAVIORS
• Task oriented
• Relations oriented
• Change oriented
• External networking

LEADERSHIP
IN HEALTH
SERVICES

• Patients
• Emphasize safe, high quality, compassionate
care is top priority
• Ensure patient voice is consistently heard at
every level
• Patient experience, concerns, needs and
feedback are consistently attended to
• Staff
• Offer supportive, available, empathic, fair,
respectful, compassionate and empowering
leadership
• Promote participation and involvement
• Ensure staff voice is encouraged, heard and
acted on across the organization
• Provide practical support for staff to innovate
within safe boundaries
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• Ensure everyone is clear about what is required
• Give helpful, positive feedback on performance

LEADERSHIP
IN HEALTH
SERVICES

• Insist on transparency related to errors, serious
incidents, complaints and problems
• Act effectively to deal with poor performance
and proactively address aggressive,
inappropriate and unacceptable behaviors
• Promote continuous development of
knowledge, skills and abilities
• Encourage, motivate and reward innovation

Damages the manager-employee
relationship
MICROMANAGEMENT

Decreases productivity
Reduces innovation
Lowers morale
Higher staff turnover
Loss of trust
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“As a nurse leader you are an example to others – either positive or negative. It
may be necessary for you to adopt characteristics from a variety of leadership
styles based on the situation at hand. Regardless of the leadership activity needed,
it is important to act with integrity, to set realistic goals, to communicate clearly
and often, to encourage others, to recognize the successes of your team
members, and to inspire them to provide the best of care. Ultimately your
actions will be reflected by your staff in the care they give to your residents each
day regardless of which style you practice.”
~Betty Frandsen RN, NHA, MHA, CDONA/LTC, C-NE

COMMUNICATION

• Glue that holds collaboration and
organizations together.
• Way we share information in the context of
coordinated action.
• Communication is the activity of conveying
information through the exchange of
thoughts, messages, or information, as by
speech, visuals, signals, writing, or behavior.
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Physical

Emotional

Cultural

Communication
Barriers
Gender

Language

Interpersonal

Perceptual
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Make Direct Eye Contact
Stay in Tune With Your Body Language

HOW TO
COMMUNICATE

Speak Loud and Clear
Practice It With a Smile
Stay Focused
Listen Carefully

Try To Understand Other’s Point of
View

Respond to Criticism with Empathy

HOW TO
COMMUNICATE
Look For Compromise

Don’t Give Up
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COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES
• SBAR
• Situation, Background, Assessment, and
Recommendations
• Tool to structure nurses’ communication
with physicians to capture their attention
and generate appropriate action

• CUS
• Concern, Uncomfortable, and Safety
• Tool used to escalate concern of patient
condition

COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES
• Reflection
• Meant to inform and potentially change
practice
• Requires one to analyze and evaluate their
practice
• A form of inquiry, the purpose of which is
to question taken for granted assumptions,
to seek answers
• Encourages nurses to develop selfawareness, reject bad habits, and become
motivated to continue seeking more
efficient ways to do tasks
• Debriefing
• All members take a moment at the end of
a procedure and explicitly, blame-free,
discuss what went wrong and right
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NEGATIVITY

That’s the way we’ve
always done it.

Migration of intelligent, skilled and
capable experts leaving in search of
better work circumstances

“BRAIN DRAIN”

Why in nursing?
Tenured
nurses are
scrutinized
for their
practices

Physically
and
mentally
demanding
shifts

Electronic
health
records

Wage
differences

Toxic
culture
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Care
Support

CHANGE FOR
“BRAIN DRAIN”

Care and be responsible for coworkers
Support each other

Avoid

Avoid blame and forgive mistakes

Inspire

Inspire one another

Emphasize Emphasize meaningfulness of work
Treat

Treat colleagues with respect, gratitude,
trust, and integrity

BUILDING TH E TE AM

• Learn rules for effective communication and
practice them
• Make sure all members of the team are
included initiatives to build teamwork, improve
patient care, and achieve quality outcomes
• Encourage purposeful peer interaction with a
focus on achieving common organizational
goals
• Use your influence in a positive manner
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BUILDING TH E TE AM

• Resolving interpersonal conflict
• Promote informal leadership
• Understanding work is not just about getting
tasks done

BUILDING TH E TE AM

• Negativity is directly linked with:
• Stress
• Internal and external stressors
• High acuity of patients
• Decreased lengths of stay
• More chronic and complex illnesses
• Not enough resources
• Emotional work of nursing
• Power
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BUILDING TH E TE AM

• Generational divide
• Understand own generational characteristics
• Seek to relate to each group by identifying
traits and strengths
• Encourage blending
• Guide staff to acknowledge diverse
characteristics and respect views of others
• Facilitate joint goal setting

• Positive impact

EMPLOYEE
RECOGNITION

• Employee engagement
• Morale
• Job satisfaction
• Retention
• Organizational outcomes
• Strengthens and
perpetuates positive or
desired behaviors
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• Organization-wide and
department-wide
• Be generous

RECOGNITION
PROGRAM

• Be genuine
• Be timely
• Be specific
• Be positive
• Be intentional

TURNOVER

• In 2017, there were approximately 11 million employees
that found other jobs in healthcare
• Averages over 20% of healthcare employment
• Healthcare turnover is second only to hospitality

• Healthcare retention is expensive
• Cost of replacing one RN is more than $64,000

• The unemployment rate is lower than ever
• Baby boomer population is continuing to age
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COMMON REASONS TO LEAVE
HEALTHCARE JOBS

• Career development

• Compensation and benefits
• Job characteristics
• Management behavior
• Wellbeing
• Work-life balance
• Work environment

EFFECTS

• Poorer quality care
• Decreases ability to sustain profits and grow revenues
• Keeping employees that should have been let go
• Healthcare jobs drive the most growth
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SUGGESTIONS

• Implement Relationship-Based Care and
Nursing Practice
• Model for a cultural transformation
• Goal is to improve quality of care and
patient outcomes by improving three
relationships:
• Caregiver’s relationship with self
• Relationship between caregivers and
patients and families
• Relationship among members of the
health care team
• Advantages
• Nurses get reconnected with the
purpose and meaning of their work
• More positive work environment

• Management by Walking Around
• Observe team members interacting with
residents and families

SUGGESTIONS

• Let your staff know you are interested in
them and their work
• Evaluate the quality of care being delivered
• Demonstrate your interest in daily
operations
• Benefits
• Purposeful listening
• Teaching values by example

• Facilitating others to achieve positive
outcomes
• Motivating employees
• Increase ability to create culture change
• Build company spirit
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SUGGESTIONS

• Empower the staff
• Increases trust between managers and
employees

• Promote employee vestment in company
• More engaged workforce
• Higher customer satisfaction
• Boost in the bottom line
• Employees are more confident

SUGGESTIONS

• Do not become complacent
• Leaders recognize the need for change
• Environments in healthcare constantly change
• Respond to the innovation continuum
• Balance innovation and
standardization/optimization

• Listen to the team members
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“As we face a nursing shortage, we must create a positive work space
to promote retention, from the front line to the C-Suite. Nursing
experience, including institutional knowledge and organizational
relationships, should be considered valuable and worthy of retaining.
For the sake of our patients and the future of nursing, let’s stop the
practice of inciting chaos and focus on growing and improving current
workforce assets”.
~India Owens, MSN, RN, CEN, NE-BC, FAEN
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